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By Tamara Grantham

Crimson Tree Publishing, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Olive Kennedy doesn t believe in fairy tales. In a desperate attempt to earn
income, fairy world therapist Olive Kennedy resorts to finding clients at the Texas Renaissance
Festival. When she discovers the corpse of her client s husband discarded in her booth, she realizes
that earning her next paycheck is the least of her worries. As more of Olive s clients fall prey to the
killer, the fairy prince and princess arrive from Faythander with troubling news. The starstone-the
fairies source of magic-has been stolen, and the thief is hiding on Earth. The bloodthorn, a mythical
beast born of fairy legends, is rumored to be responsible, but no one is certain if the creature exists.
Of course, the fairy royalty do not travel alone. Their protector happens to be the one man Olive
never wanted to see again. Her ex-Kull. Following a trail of clues, she learns that the killer may be a
shape shifter. Worse, she learns the identity of his next target-her. After months with no contact
from Faythander, Olive hoped the magical drama was over, yet it seems she ll never...
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This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of
confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Jackeline Rippin-- Jackeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e book. You wont really
feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.
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